“Many promoters of health-care reform believe that people have an intrinsic ethical right to health care—to equal access to doctors, medicines and hospitals. While all of us empathize with those who are sick, how can we say that all people have more of an intrinsic right to health care than they have to food or shelter?”

- John Mackey
CEO & Co-Founder of Whole Foods

In a Wall Street Journal op-ed, the CEO and co-founder of Whole Foods publicly took a stand against Obama’s efforts for health care reform. Mackey hopes to shift the burden of health care even further on to individuals and calling for less government help in solving America’s health care crisis. His position is a disappointment to all of us as Whole Foods customers who envision a sustainable future.

Sustainability cannot endure without preserving the dignity and health of not only the planet but of our fellow people.

Sing-A-Long with Us!

Oh Mackey You’re a swine,
You’re a swine you blow my mind.
Hey Mackey
Hey Mackey
Oh Mackey You’re a swine,
You’re a swine you blow my mind.
Hey Mackey
Hey Mackey

Oh Mackey what a pity you don’t seem to care
We are not as rich as you
But we still need health care
Oh Mackey You’re so greedy
Can’t you understand?
Its guys like you Mackey
Oh what you do Mackey
Do Mackey
Don’t break my heart Mackey!

Join the Boycott Whole Foods group on Facebook!
Mackey.Swine@gmail.com